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ABSTRACT  

Using DC-DC converters in  power supplies is necessary for both output voltage stability undergoing 

input voltage changes and creating appropriate DC voltage level .In addition to output voltage 

stability ,these converters can be designed in a way that they are able to adjust output current .In this 

article , designing and simulation of a DC-DC converter were done through modified Buck method 

using Pspice software .Constructing a modify Buck prototype at power of 80 watt ,the efficiency was 

reported 91.99 percent obtained at input voltage of 400 . 
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1- Introduction  

Using DC-DC converters in power supplies is essential for both output voltage stability undergoing 

input voltage and creation of appropriate DC voltage level. Various structures which can be used are: 

Buck converter, FlyBack converter, Boost Buck converter where they can be used based on necessary 

performance and power. Due to controlling the current and advantages such as reduced size of 

transformer, one method is to use FlyBack structure after boost converter [1]. In this method, FlyBack 

is used with a self Snubber. This combination is normally used for circuits which need soft switching. 

In this method, output voltage of boost converter is connected to FlyBack converter in that it changes 

DC into AC in high frequency. Transformer reduces this voltage and it is rectified by a half- wave 

rectifier. In this method, boost converters and FlyBack are considered as advantages of soft switching 

in all semiconductor elements. 

Another method to control circuit current is to use boost Buck converter. Boost converter is one 

ordinary PFC circuit where its input current is programmable to follow input voltage. The main 

question in this converter is the fact that output voltage must be greater than input voltage. For a wide 

range output voltage, converter provides lower-than-input voltage when it acts in low power level. 

Boost converter cannot do this. To obtain high power factor in this performance state, a Buck 

converter or a converter with Buck performance such as boost Buck needs to be used. [2]. In boost 

Buck PFC converter, input current is in pulse form during Buck mode performance [3, 4]. 

Another method to control the current is to use Buck converter after boost converter. Despite Boost 

PFC, Buck converter increases destruction of close-to-zero collision point; however, high power 

factor and acceptable harmonics are obtainable. Ideally, current must have direct proportion with 

voltage during Ohm load condition. Discrete power converters are active elements with impure 

resistance, self, or capacitor and they will normally have destroyed current waveform [5]. Buck 

converter is a converter where output voltage is less than input voltage. The diagram of this converter 

is shown in fig.1. The performance of Buck converter is stated in two modes. Mode 1 starts when 

transistor     turns on at     . The input current rises and it is flown in L self, C Capacitor, and R 

resistance. The diagram of Buck converter performance is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.1: Circuit diagram of standard Buck converter  

 

Fig.2: Mode 1 performance of Buck converter [5] 

Mode 2 starts when transistor    turns on at     . Free-wheeling diode of    is flown. Performance 

circuit diagram of this converter in mode 2 is shown in Gif. 3.  

 

 

Fig.3: Mode 2 Performance of Buck converter [5] 

Some advantages of Buck converter are: 

It needs one switch (transistor)  

It enjoys efficiency of more than 90%. 

It limits load current changes; however, self-current is not continuous and it requires filter. 

There are different types of Buck converters; although, this change will have similar performance in 

circuit structure and type of connection to power switch. Two Buck structures are shown in Fig.4 and 

Fig.5. Fig.1 shows standard Buck structure and Fig.4 shows modify Buck structure [6].  



 

 

Fig.4: Modified Buck structure  

As it can be seen, the only differences of these two structures are ground connection and power 

section. No other difference is seen. In modify Buck structure, power switch is connected to the 

ground, leading to simpler control. That is why the proposed circuit in this article is modify Buck 

converter where performance of proposed converter in [7] is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.6. Fig. 5 shows 

the condition when Mosfet    is on. As the red arrow shows, current passes from input Dc voltage in 

load, L self, Mosfet  , and sense resistance. Capacitor     is charged through diode     and 

resistant   while transistor    is open and voltage gate is nearly 10 volt. During on- period, load 

current rises and it is disconnected as soon as voltage on sense resistant reaches internal threshold on 

CS base. Fig. 6 shows off time. When Mosfet is off, self-current flows and the circuit is closed 

through diode  . Load flow is decreasing and minimum flow is regulated by FOT network because 

capacitor    is discharged in resistance  . Voltage on    capacitor is connected to Zero Current 

Detection. As soon as the capacitor discharges and voltage reaches under 0.7, IC Mosfet is switched 

for two times and load flow rises. This process continues as it is seen in time diagram in Fig. 4 and 

Fig.6. 

 



 

 

Fig. 5: Modify Buck converter-time of on- switch [7] 

 

 

Fig. 6: Modify Buck converter- Time of off-switch [7]  



 
 

DC/Dc conversion was done by applying modified Buck converter. Then simulation results by Pspice 

software were provided. Finally, a modified Buck converter prototype is mentioned.  

2- Designing 80-watt modified Buck converter circuit  

Buck converter with output power of 80 Watt is considered as specifications of table (1). 

Table (1): Designing specifications of boost PF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to design, the equations in [8] are used. 

2.1 Designing power section: 

2.1.1. Determination of constant time off      

 (1) 

     
  

     
   

 
 

  
   
   

      
          

 

Values Parameter definition Parameters 

390-410 [V] Input voltage (DC)     

228 [V] Output voltage (DC)    

80 [W] Output power    

0.7OV  Maximum output voltage ripple 
OV 

400 [mA] Maximum self-current (load)      

300 [mA] Minimum self-current (load)      

 
   min

70 
sw

f kHz  Minimum switching frequency     

90%  Expected efficiency  



 
 

2.1.2. Determination of self size: 

According to self-current range, average current value equals:  

     
         

 
 

       

 
          

(3) 

  
          

            
 

            

         
          

3.1 Determination of FOT network elements  

By calculating    ,      and    for FOT network can be obtained: 
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According to simulation,      can be calculated and then    is obtained. 

2.1.3 Selecting diode  

Diode is selected based on maximum voltage stress, maximum current peak, and general power loss. 

Power loss is less for a larger duty cycle. Maximum voltage stress of diode equals input voltage, thus, 

power diode needs to be selected with a voltage margin. Based on simulation, MUR880 diode was 

used. 

2.1.2 Selecting Mosfet  

Selecting power Mosfet is done according to maximum voltage stress, maximum Mosfet current peak, 

general power loss, maximum heat temperature, and starting capacity of controller. Maximum voltage 

stress for power Mosfet (drain source voltage) for reverse Buck converter equals input voltage. Power 

Mosfet must be selected with a voltage margin. General power loss must also be taken into account 

because appropriate heat sink needs to be considered for rising Mosfet temperature. These losses 

include conduction and switching losses. RMS current is greater in Buck, eventually, Mosfet         

must be smaller.  IRF840 switches were used to reach ideal conditions. 

 



 
 

2.2 Determining sense resistance values    : 

Considering 3 voltages for            in the following equation:  

 (5) 
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(7) 

       √            

(8) 

   
      

     
     

We considered the resistance of 1.5 ohm for  . Considering all above mentioned issues and 

resistive load of 650 Kilo-Ohm, we did the simulation. 

3-Simulation and construction  

Simulated converter by Pspice software is shown in Fig.7. Control circuit, input circuit waves, self-

current waves, output circuit voltage, output current are shown in Fig.8, Fig.9, and Fig.10, Fig.11, and 

Fig.12, respectively. To implement Modify Buck converter, L6562 chips of ST Company were used. 

Converter samples are shown in Fig. (13), voltage waveforms and input current in Fig. 14, circuit 

output waveforms in Fig.15. Finally, simulation results are listed in table 2 and the practical results 

are in table 3. 



 

 

Fig.7: Modify Buck circuit 

 

 

 

Fig.8: Modify Buck converter control circuit  



 

 

Fig.9: Input voltage waveform  

 

Fig.10:self-current waveform  



 

 

Fig.11: Output voltage waveform 

 

Fig.12: Output current waveform 

 

Fig.13: Constructed converter sample  



 

 

Fig.14: Voltage and input current waveform 

 

 

Fig.15: Voltage, current, and output power waveform 

To calculate efficiency in simulation, the following equation can be used:  

 (9) 

            
       

       
     

To calculate practical efficiency, the following equation is used: 

(01) 



 

            
     

   

     

Table 2: Simulation results  

                                    %  

400 87.11 80.098 91.95 

 

Table 3: Practical results  

 

 

 

4-Conclusion:  

In this article, high efficiency was obtained at voltage of 400 by applying Modify Buck converter. The 

results are 80 watt for load of 650 Ohm. Comparing the results with the results of other Buck 

converters, we realize that proposed circuit has far less loss compared to other converters. 
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                                    %  

395 84.135 77.4 91.99 
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